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a 2 part epoxy shot blasting is a good economic solution and is the most common
preparation which depending on usage and impact by mechanical handling equipment
will last from 1-3 years.
Specified by Warehouse Partners for use with:
Diamond Floor Shaving

This is the most consistent form of preparation for line marking (not solid walkways)
providing the best finish achievable for this type of floor marking. These shavers create
an extremely straight line that give an excellent standard of prepared surface for a high
build epoxy resin to be applied to.
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Types of Materials used with the preparation

Weekday Price
per lin/m

Durability Compared to Other Methods

Weekend Price
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£10.66
£14.34
With
all these preparations
a paint material is required to finish off the solution. The
choice
is important for durability but also in respect to curing times and
£5.74of material £9.72
its impact on the operation.
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£8.27

One
Part floor paint/Aerosols
£5.34
£8.05

DURABILITY
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is the most aesthetically pleasing preparation and will last three times as long as shot
blasting preparations.

These
based products and when drying the solvents evaporate leaving as
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little as 50% of material. This makes the finished product less durable.
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£7.54

These are guide prices only, site surveys and consultations
are recommended for accurate quotations.
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